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Modified Pipeline/Tunnel Alignment (Alternative 4)
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*Surface impacts are not expected to result from subsurface features.
**No river features are not a permanent impact to navigation.
***Surface impacts will only occur at sites selected for geotechnical explorations.*
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- DWR DHCCP Engineering (rev 5a)
- NAP 2014
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Surface impacts are not expected to result from subsurface features. In-river features are not a permanent impact to navigation. Surface impacts will only occur at sites selected for geotechnical explorations.
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Sources: Plan Area, SAIC 2010; DWR CH-CEP Engineering (rev 5a); NAR 2014
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*Surface impacts are not expected to result from subsurface features.
**In-river features are not a permanent impact to navigation.
***Surface impacts will only occur at sites selected for geotechnical explorations.

Sources: Plan Area, CAL-305 (2010); DWR DH-ICP Engineering (2011); SAIC (2014)
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Sources: Plan Area, 2010; DWR 2012; SAIC 2012
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Surface impacts are not expected to result from subsurface features.

**Surface impacts will only occur at sites selected for geotechnical explorations.

Seal On 3, Section 3.6.1.15 for more information.
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*Surface impacts are not expected to result from subsurface features.
**No river features are not a permanent impact to navigation.
***Surface impacts will only occur at sites selected for geotechnical explorations.

Sources: [Plan Area, 2010.05.05]; California Department of Water Resources; San Joaquin River 2008
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